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Your Credit and the Law

Chapter 27
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Protecting Your Credit Rights 

◼ To protect consumers, both the federal 
and state governments control and 
regulate the credit industry.
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Usury law

◼ A law restricting the amount of interest that 
can be charged for credit

◼ Varies from state to state

◼ Illinois – the legal rate of interest is 5%, the 
general usury limit is 9%, and the judgment 
rate is 9%

◼ South Dakota – the legal rate of interest is 
15%, there is no other usury limit and the 
judgment rate is 12%
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The usury limit is the rate that can be 
charged by one person or corporation to 
another, in other words, if you lend your 
next door neighbor $100.00, the rate 
stated is the limit.  

To charge more you must get a banking 
or pawn broking license. 
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Consumer Credit Protection Act

Also known as the Truth in Lending Law

The law is designed to protect consumers 
in credit transactions by requiring clear 
disclosure of key terms of the lending 
arrangement and all costs.
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Truth-in-lending disclosure

◼ Federal law provides that you receive a 
Federal Truth in Lending Disclosure 
Statement before completing a consumer 
credit transaction.

Example
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Advertising Credit

◼ An advertisement must tell the number of 
payments, the amount, and the period of 
payments if the amount of the down payment 
is given. 

◼ Advertisement offers credit at $10 down and 
$2 a week payment, the number of weeks 
must also be given
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Protecting Card Owners

◼ If your credit card is lost or stolen and is used 
by someone else, your payment for any 
unauthorized purchases is limited to $50.

◼ Some credit card companies do not make you 
pay the $50 if you report the loss 
immediately.
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Equal Credit Opportunity Act

Says that applications can only be judged 
on the basis of financial responsibility

No person can be denied credit on the 
basis of:

◼ Gender, age, ethnicity, or religion
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Allows only three reasons for denying 
credit
◼ Low income

◼ Large current debts

◼ Poor record of making payments in the past

Credit applicants must be informed within 
30 days whether their application was 
accepted or rejected
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Fair Credit Reporting Act

Designed to promote accuracy and ensure 

the privacy of the information used in 
credit reports.

◼ Right to Know

◼ Right to Be Notified

◼ Right to Privacy
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Right to Know
◼ Gives you the right to know what is in your 

file

◼ If incorrect information is found, it must be 
removed from your file after the situation is 
examined

◼ If there is a disagreement between you and 
the business that made the statement, you 
have the right to have your version of the 
situation placed in your file
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Right to be Notified

◼ States that you must be notified when an 
investigation is being conducted on your 
credit record

◼ If you are denied credit, insurance, or a job 
because of a credit report, you must be given 
the name and address of the credit bureau 
that provided the report
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Right to Privacy

◼ States that only authorized persons can see a 
copy of your credit report

◼ People can legally obtain your credit report 
when you apply for credit, a job, or insurance
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Fair Credit Billing Act

Requires creditors to correct billing 
mistakes brought to their attention

The law also requires that consumers be 
informed of the steps they need to take to 
get an error corrected.
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Correcting Errors

◼ Notify the creditor in writing.  In the letter, 
you must give your name, account number, 
an explanation of the error, and the amount 
of the error.  

◼ The creditor must either correct the error or 
explain in writing why the account is correct.  

◼ If there is no error, you might have to pay a 
fee for any late payments.
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Stop Payment

◼ Consumers can stop a credit card payment for 
items that are damaged or defective.  

◼ Before stopping payment, however, you must 
attempt to return the item to the place where 
you bought it.

◼ Banks do charge a fee for stopping a 
payment.  
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Fair Debt Collection Practices Act

◼ Prohibit abusive practices by debt 
collectors

◼ Collection agents must identify themselves to 
the people whose bills they are trying to 
collect.

◼ They can’t tell others about the debt

◼ They can’t contact a person at work if the 
employer does not permit it.
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◼ If they use the phone, they can’t keep calling 
all the time or pretend to be someone else.

◼ They can’t state the amount of the debt on a 
postcard that a neighbor or someone else 
might see.
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Enforcing the Laws

Federal Level
◼ Federal Trade Commission is responsible for 

enforcing the laws on credit.

State Level
◼ Consumer protection division of your state 

attorney general’s office.

www.IllinoisAttorneyGeneral.gov

http://www.illinoisattorneygeneral.gov/
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Handling Your Credit Problems

◼ Contact the Creditor
◼ If you can’t meet your payments, the first 

thing you should do is contact the creditor.

◼ Credit Counseling
◼ Counselors help consumers with their credit 

problems.  They can help you revise your 
budget, contact creditors to arrange new 
payment plans, or help you find other sources 
of income.
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◼ Consolidating Debts

◼ A consolidation loan combines all your debts 
into one loan with lower payments.

◼ However, too often, people in this situation do 
not change their behavior and rack up new 
debt in addition to the consolidated payment.  
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Bankruptcy

◼ A legal process in which you are relieved of your 
debts, but your creditors can take some or all of 
your assets, such as a car, savings, or business.  

◼ Declaring bankruptcy is someone's last option 
when they're drowning in debt. It's a drastic 
measure usually reserved for extreme 
circumstances such as unexpected medical bills, 
or the death of an underinsured household 
breadwinner.
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Consequences of filing for bankruptcy:
◼ It stays on your credit report for up to 10 years

◼ Even more outrageous interest rates from credit 
card issuers 

◼ Housing difficulties because many landlords 
use credit reports to screen potential tenants

◼ Rejected mortgage application for a new home 

◼ Higher premiums from some insurance 
companies.
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Identity Theft

What is identity theft?

◼ Identity theft occurs when a criminal uses 
another person's personal information to take 
on that person's identity

Can it happen to you?


